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My Project will focus on the development of convergent evolution and homoplastic traits
in organisms. Many of the articles I chose for my research suggest that convergence is in fact
“Optimal Design” and the independent evolution of similar traits makes sense because organisms
evolve to best suit their environment. We know that organisms evolving to best suit their
environment is the basis for evolution, but the idea of Optimal Design suggests that there is a
best fit for a given environment. Simon Conway Morris, the chair of Evolutionary
Palaeobiology at the University of Cambridge, states that “convergence occurs because
principles of physics limit the number of good solutions available.”1 This means that
convergence occurs when multiple organisms evolve to solve the same physical problem. Not
only does each organism evolve to keep up with a changing environment, but they evolve similar
traits and abilities due to their similar situations. This hypothesis has not been completely proven
across all examples of convergence, but optimal design is a hypothesis that is favored among
many biologists researching convergence. Spawning from the hypothesis of optimal design I will
explore the development of convergence in different pairs of organisms and how or why these
traits formed. In reading articles based on convergence and homoplastic traits I have learned that
convergent evolution is not only limited to physical traits as I had previously thought, it extends
to social behaviors and even the gene circuits in microorganisms.
In a 2003 study biologists Gavin C Conant and Andreas Wagner published a paper about
convergent evolution in genetic networks specifically the bacteria E. coli and the yeast S.
cerevisiae. They cited studies on gene circuit motifs in regulatory networks done in 20022 as a
basis for their theory that the shared network motifs in the bacteria E.coli and the yeast S.
cerevisiae arose independently of one another by recruiting unrelated genes. Conant and Wagner
took this information and went further with it, stating that if this convergent evolution is
provable, then it also proves the existence of natural selection in the gene circuits of the two
microorganisms. The other foreseeable answer to their inquiry was that these network motifs
came about due to the gene circuits of the microorganisms’ ancestors and the fact that genes and
genomes duplicate themselves at a high rate and over time they would become more diverse
leading to two different microorganisms that share specific gene networks. The biologists chose
to test the convergent possibility. These networks motifs found in both microorganisms are
regulatory chains: feed-forward circuits, and a bifan; regulatory chains (gene regulatory network
or GRN) are used to define or outline molecular interactions for recording data.3 A bifan motif is
made up of two nodes cross-regulating two target nodes. This means that the two source nodes
each regulate the two targets, but do not regulate each other. A feedforward loop or FFL is three
regulations that happen across three genes. The first gene, or gene A, regulates to both gene B
and gene C. In addition to this gene B also regulates to gene C.4 In order to find out how these
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gene circuits evolved the biologists defined two ways that a gene circuit could prove a common
ancestor. Using a graph system where points were plotted based on two pairs of genes in a circuit
parring being duplicates and plotting points where two nodes are connected by circuits that
shared a common ancestor. The other method of testing for a common circuit ancestor was the
size of the largest family of circuits sharing a common ancestor in a given microorganism. They
then located the duplicate genes using BLASTP, a protein specific version of the software
BLAST which locates similarities in biological sequences.5 Using this method on the two types
of circuits found in E. coli Conant and Wagner found that they were not from a common
ancestor. They then tested 18 different types of yeast circuits and only three of them showed a
common ancestor which they wrote could have been due to chance because the yeast genome is
rich with duplicate genes, and finding a few duplicates was well within reason. Not only did their
findings show that gene circuits do not share common ancestors, they also found that new
interactions between regulators can occur rapidly creating new gene circuits altogether. And
through natural selection, the circuits are created based on what interactions work best for their
given task.
Conant and Wagner end their paper by stating that finding that gene circuits evolve
repeatedly is evidence for the theory for optimal design thanks to the design of a feed-forward
chains and that the convergence in protein sequences can play an important part in highly
organized gene circuits. This also relates to Morris’s definition of convergence because the of the
limited ways that gene circuits can form. The existence of these circuits in two different
microorganisms, which are unrelated, is indeed an example of “the number of good solutions
available”. Through my research so far the theory of Optimal Design has come up multiple times
and it has often used to explain how two organisms can evolve mechanisms that were not present
in their common ancestor. Another example of this and an example optimal design is Arctic
fishes ability to produce their own antifreeze completely separate from each other and using
different genes.
In a 1997 study biologists from the University of Illinois looked at antifreeze producing
glycoproteins in fish from both Antarctica (notothenioids) and northern regions (cod). They
found that even though the fish were far apart on the phylogenetic tree they produced almost
identical forms of antifreeze.6 These antifreeze glycoproteins or AFGPs in both types of fish are
made up of polyprotein, a larger protein that is cleaved into smaller proteins that have different
functions in the body. Upon further analysis of the AFGPs in both kinds of fish is is clear that
they evolved their antifreeze differently from one another instead of directly evolving it from a
common ancestor. The first proof of this is that the AFGPs in Antarctic fish originate from a
digestive enzyme in the pancreas called trypsinogen while the Arctic fish did not share the same
gene sequence. On top of this both fish also process the polyproteins that make up AFGPs
differently. If the polyproteins had come from a distant ancestor they would have processed them
in the same way and the biologists explain that it is not logical for the fish to have reinvented the
way they process the AFGP polyproteins once they evolved further. The biologists then looked
at fossils of the fish and concluded that they most likely diverged 40 million years ago but the
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freezing of the northern hemisphere occurred only 2.5 million years ago meaning that when the
fish diverged they had no need for AFGPs. Also the northern hemisphere froze after the south so
the development of antifreeze in the northern fish was even further removed from the southern
fish. The fact that there was no need for antifreeze when the fish diverged and that the AFGPs
originated within different places inside the fish is enough to prove convergence in the two
species. What did lead to the development of AFGPs in both species was that they both had to
survive in a freezing environment and in the period of time that both oceans were freezing the
fish were able to adapt. Before I had thought that a common ancestor was the only way
organisms could evolve certain traits; that a common ancestor provided the building blocks for
later evolutions to expand on but with these fish I learned that the blocks can be more abstract
and traits can arise from completely different places in different genes. The fact that both fish
could evolve to produce a similar antifreeze is another demonstration of optimal design at work
and possibly the closest example of nature having one right answer.
I have also learned that convergence is not only studied to understand the past to present
of organisms and it can be studied for future projects in other scientific fields. In 2004 scientists
at Case Western Reserve University looked at convergence in insects and vertebrates and their
motion across rough terrain to create the most successful rough terrain robot.7 They defined
success as the ability to move quickly in an environment regardless of obstacles and therefore a
successful robot could do the same. Early on in the paper the scientists note that while
biomimicry (imitating systems that occur in nature in order to solve problems in the modern
world)8 is an ideal approach, the connections in the nervous system of insects are more complex
than computer systems in robots and they have censors all over their body to better aid in quick
decisions and their small size gives them more opportunities for traversing an area than a larger
robot would have. As they look at other animals the scientists mention Conway Morris’s theory
on the limited number of good solutions there are in nature, and keeping this theory in mind they
look at convergent traits in species. The scientists looked at the gait of insects and mammals and
then the skeletal structure of each species. What they came up with was a six legged robot where
each pairing of legs on each side was unique meaning that the robot had three distinct pairs of
legs with their own type of articulation. As they looked further at the structure of the species
limbs they noticed that the insects were using much more movement to understand and traverse
their surroundings. Multiple limbs as well as their antennae let them take in their surroundings
quicker and react to them, but still that would mean a large amount of sensors covering the robot
and possibly limiting its ability to move through a variety of terrain (a successful robot would be
able to walk on sand or avoid water, but if there are too many sensors the robot becomes too
delicate and therefore useless for the objective of the project). The scientists concluded that there
were “only a few good solutions”9 given the number of pieces they had to work with. This
directly relates to Conway Morris and even though it is using optimal design to come up with
solutions for the future instead of reasoning for answers in the past, the concept of an answer is
still present and it is a concept that I want to focus on in my creative project.
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For my creative piece I want to turn this theory of optimal design into a visual piece. So
far in class the diagrams and examples of convergence have been side by side examples of
animals or a focus on one particular trait. I want to create a more abstract diagram to convey that
there is more than one way to solve a problem. For organisms this problem is most commonly
successful survival which can mean how they moving around, reproduction, and getting food in
their respective environments. I have been looking at more basic form based symbols and
structures that when combined are able to build into intricate shapes. These shapes would be
representations of environmental obstacles and the desired shapes would be evolutionary
responses to overcome or in the case of optimal design, perfectly fit the problem. Through my
research on the kind of shapes and devices I could use to bring this idea to life I first settled on a
table top version of the Japanese game show Hole in the Wall where contestants would play a
kind of human tetris to fit through a moving wall before they were pushed into a pool of water.
The environmental problem would be the wall, the solution would be the hole, and not being able
to create a solution (evolve) would result in landing in the water (extinction). I decided this was
too complex and messy and searched more before finding Tangrams, a puzzle game that uses a
library of shapes to create a larger image, with multiple possibilities for an answer. Using a
library of shapes I want to create images that display a problem with multiple ways to
successfully solve the problem as a metaphor for different organisms evolving to solve similar
problems of their own. I want to use simple geometric shapes like triangles and parallelograms
because these are shapes most people know and therefore they can easily think with them
through more and more complex situations. For my game I will laser cut shapes in different
colored plexiglass as well as make screenprints on paper of different silhouettes of the desired
design. The plexi shapes will be able to be arranged on the paper so that they correctly fill out the
design, successfully evolving the organism with the environment. The way I want the game to be
played is a competitive game where two teams are given the same number of assorted shapes in
two colors, one team with orange plexi pieces and the other with blue plexi pieces. Then they
would each be given the paper with the print of the environmental problem and be given a set
time to complete the puzzle. If the teams complete the design in the required time they evolve, if
not they become extinct.
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